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The RH Second Life KIT:

The ABS system mentioned here was installed by BMW in motorcycles from 2000 to 2006. According to our 
investigations about 260,000 motorcycles were equipped with this system. Manufacturer (supplier BMW) 
is the company FTE Automotive.

BMW tried to overtake the Japanese competitors, which already had very well functioning systems, by a 
technically very complex system.

BMW Quote: The Integral ABS System can be described as "the most modern and powerful motorcycle 
brake in the world in the sum of ist features".Without a doubt, the system is very powerful and innovative, 
but not reliable and mature.

 The functions testify to an engineer's masterstroke, but without any motorcycle practice they were 
installed immaturely.Shortly after delivery, customers and test riders reported problems and breakdowns. 
In the current years there have been many unexplained incidents. Also a death is on record. The Munich 
public prosecutor's office investigated.

The number of unreported cases is very high, because who can describe and reproduce electronic inter-
ventions in the millisecond range in the event of a fall or an accident? Especially not if the driver can no 
longer be heard.

Here are a few links describing the problem.

http://de.indymedia.org/2007/11/198692.shtml
http://www.spiegel.de/auto/aktuell/abs-probleme-bmw-ruft-80-000-motorraeder-zurueck-a-
410001.html
http://www.spiegel.de/auto/werkstatt/abs-probleme-bmw-ueberprueft-260-000-motorraeder-a-
364669.html
http://motor-kritik.de/search/node/BMW%20ABS
http://www.bmw-bike-forum.info/viewtopic.php?t=31901
http://www.motorradonline24.de/mo24forum/motorr%C3%A4der/bmw/601030/google-news-
todesfall-mit-bmw-motorrad-integral-abs/
http://newsgroups.derkeiler.com/Archive/De/de.rec.motorrad/2007-04/msg00884.html

Some comments, links and news programmes have been removed from the WEB in recent years. This may 
have been due to revisions of WEB pages, but may also have been done deliberately.
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Statement BMW:
When the problems became known, they were of course smashed by the press officers of the time. It was 
only when the trade press came in that BMW Motorrad offered a free check of the I ABS system at the 
dealers. How many customers made use of it is unknown.

The problem was hushed up by BMW and then blamed on lack of maintenance of the motorcycles. Ultima-
tely the dealers have to settle and appease the customer to this day. At present the dealers are overwhel-
med by the technical problems that are constantly occurring.
 

Recall action:
A recall of 260,000 motorcycles to the workshops would probably not have survived BMW Motorrad at 
that time. With 260,000 motorcycles, the I ABS would have had to be completely replaced. A technical 
rework is not possible, because on the one hand no external �ashing (programming) of the device was 
possible at that time and on the other hand no replacement device was available at short notice for the 
installation. With a device price of approx. 1,500€ and approx. 500€ installation costs, the BMW Motorrad 
campaign would have cost around 520,000,000€. (approx. 520 Mio. €)

Technology:
Basically, the system consists of a control circuit and a working circuit (wheel/brake circuit). These two 
circuits have no hydraulic connection. There is only a mechanical connection via a sliding piston which 
enables a so-called residual brake function.

The system works with 2 electric motors and 2 hydraulic pumps to increase the braking force. In the device 
the brake pressures are measured with 4 pressure sensors and processed into an ECU with a microproces-
sor.

 
Reasons for frequent failures and technical problems:

Pressure sensors: 
The measuring surface of the ceramic sensors is calculated to be approx. 4mm too small. Under pressure 
load in the system, the measuring bridge behind it is too stressed and damaged. The result is repeated 
failures and incorrect measurements of the sensors. Sensors which measure a brake pressure of approx. 0-
120 bar and withstand a safe burst pressure of approx. 250 bar with 2-fold safety are manufactured today 
with a diameter of approx. 10mm. This shows how undersized these sensors are. 

O-rings on the sensors age due to mechanical stress and brake �uid. The result is that the pressure sensors 
(electronics on the sensor) are then destroyed by escaping brake �uid. ***

Hydraulic pumps: 
The two hydraulic pumps are made of ceramic and metal. In case of impurities in the brake �uid, the 
pumps block and the ceramic housing breaks. Due to the water content in the brake �uid, the pumps rust 
and solidify. In addition, the pumps run in and wear with increasing age.
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Electric motors: 
The two electric motors start each time a brake lever is actuated. The collectors and coals of the DC brush 
motors therefore wear out very quickly.

Water damage occurs to the electric motors because the housings are not sealed. Especially on the K 
models, where the device is installed in the splash area of the rear wheel, water damage often occurs. The 
engines then work like a pump and suck the water inside the unit up to the ECU board. The result is usually 
a worshipful water damage.

Blockages or short circuits at the motors lead to a defective/ burnt down transistor output stage in the 
device (ECU). This fault is not protected by a fuse! The unit is located under the fuel tank!  Probably no fuse 
was installed, because if this fuse is tripped while driving, the brake force ampli�cation will fail. But exactly 
this happens also with other errors in the system ***

Level sensors:
 
The two level sensors for the brake �uid reservoirs are so-called magnetic reed sensors. The contacts in a 
glass tube are closed by a magnetic �eld of a permanent magnet.

The problem is that only little current �ows through the contact and the contact does not receive any self-
cleaning of the contact pair. Vibrations on the motorcycle have an additional negative effect. The result is 
an error message from the level sensors.

ECU/board: 
In the actual control unit there are various electronic components and parts on a circuit board. This can 
lead to various errors. 

Undervoltage/overvoltage: 
The system triggers a reset in the event of undervoltage or overvoltage. Unfortunately, this reset leads to 
unforeseen failure and loss of braking power (residual braking function). Overvoltage or undervoltage can 
occur frequently with frequent braking when driving downhill with low engine speed and low charge by 
the generator. Overvoltage occurs when the generator is defective. ***

Water damage:  
Unfortunately, the device is only splash-proof. Intensive exposure to water, e.g. from steam jets or cleaning 
the vehicle without the tank and fairing parts �tted, e.g. after installation of the unit, can result in conside-
rable water damage. We also have numerous cases of the K1200R models in which the device was destroy-
ed by penetrated water after a long rainy trip. Especially with this model the device is installed in the splash 
area of the rear wheel.

Software: 
The programmed rollover protection becomes a problem during ABS emergency braking because the 
front brake suddenly releases the brake when the rear wheel detects standstill. This leads to unpredictable 
driving situations even for experienced drivers. ***
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Plug:
The plugs of the analog device are very thin. If they are damaged, this often leads to malfunctions and 
sporadic failures.

Piston: 
The two ABS pistons run in a cylindrical bush in a solenoid coil. Even the slightest contamination or rust 
deposits lead to blocking of the pistons. This is a fatal error because the brake circuit concerned no longer 
has any braking function. No residual braking function either! The brake is simply blocked. ***

Ball seat valves: 
The brake pressure is controlled by carbide balls in so-called ball seat valves. These valves become leaky 
due to mechanical wear and it leads to malfunctions. ***

Seals: 
Many of the seals used (O-rings) are damaged and leaky by the brake �uid over the years. After more than 
50 seals have been installed in the unit, the frequency of faults is very high.

Quick-release fasteners: 
The four connected brake lines are held with quick-release fasteners with wire clamps. The complete 
safety is due to these clamps. It is incomprehensible why a system in a road motorcycle must be equipped 
with quick-release fasteners? ***

The pressure test: 
The pressure test prescribed by BMW for the safety and testing of the system was determined during the 
development period of the system. The test allows few deviations, so older motorcycles with faults such as 
defective brake hoses, worn or defective brake pads, etc. do not pass the test. Often, however, the control 
unit (hydraulic unit) is determined as the cause of the fault and replaced. An expensive mistake. The test 
also gives only a current actual condition, with the often sporadic errors no guarantee for the perfect 
function. ***

Residual brake function:  
The residual braking function ensures a mechanical emergency braking function with reduced braking 
power in the event of failure of the control unit. This braking power is so weak that it cannot actually be 
called a brake. Then approx. 80% braking force is missing. ***

Sporadic errors:
As this is a very complex system, sporadic errors are the order of the day. This combined with the residual 
braking function results in a "Kamikaze braking system" that is not controllable by the driver. If you ride a 
motorcycle with this system and suddenly (sporadically) the system fails during braking and switches to 
emergency braking mode, you will certainly be frightened not to think of it when it comes to emergency 
braking.   

*** How could a KBA approval for this braking system be obtained at that time?
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What does the ABS system do?
Without a doubt, the system is very powerful and innovative, but not reliable and mature. The functions 
testify to an engineer's masterpiece, but without any motorbike practice were installed immaturely. 
Certainly a short braking distance can be achieved with a functioning system, perhaps even by an inexpe-
rienced driver (integral brake), but the sporadic failures occur more and more frequently with increasing 
vehicle age and become "driving time bombs" with considerable safety risks for people and life. 

What a motorcyclist expects from an ABS motorcycle system:
A motorcyclist usually moves his motorcycle as a piece of sports equipment. Riding a motorbike is actually 
something unreasonable. A motorcyclist must be able to rely on the function of the brake system in every 
situation. An ABS system should work independently of the normal braking function. A functioning ABS 
system can improve driving safety in some situations when braking. However, it is absolutely undesirable 
and dangerous if such a system regulates the braking force and then fails sporadically. Motorcycles are 
undoubtedly safer without such a malfunctioning system. 

The misconstruction:
The integrated brake booster (active brake) can fail at any time. Due to the complexity of the system, it 
cannot be guaranteed that it is error-free. The fallback level is insufficiently designed. If the system fails, 
only a residual braking function of approx. 20% is available. A motorcyclist does not always have his eyes 
on the indicator lights while driving and is overwhelmed by sudden or sporadic failures. Other systems, 
e.g. Bosch SBC brake (also a controversial system) have at least one pressure accumulator which enables a 
one-time emergency braking in the event of a failure and then puts the vehicle into an emergency pro-
gram.

RH Electronics:
RH Electronics was founded in 1994 by Rainer Hutterer. We have specialized in the repair of vehicle electro-
nics (control units). Due to many customer inquiries we have been intensively involved with the BMW 
Integral I ABS since 2010. In the last years we had approx. 6000 defective devices in our house, which we 
repaired for our customer. Many of our customers ask us for a solution to remove this fragile and dange-
rous system from their motorcycle. The idea for the RH Second Life Kit was born.
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We heard from some of our customers that the respective motorcycle models were still delivered from 
approx. 2000 to 2006 also without ABS and thus after an appropriate change an approval without ABS is 
possible. Many of the customers had however substantial problems to simulate and convert the signals for 
brake light, speed and CAN signals, which were prepared by the ABS control unit and needed from the 
board net, after removal of the control unit again surely. 
We then saw some adventurous conversions. The demand for a "professional conversion kit" was therefore 
obvious. We have therefore developed the RH Second Life Kitt since 2015. There are 2 versions:

 -The "Analog Variant" for BMW Motorcycles with the Analog System 

 -The "CAN variant" for BMW motorcycles with CAN bus system ( from 2004 )

The devices consist of an aluminium housing and an electronic circuit board. The kit can be installed "Plug 
and Play" simply instead of the previous control unit with hydraulic block. After bleeding the system a 
conventional hydraulic function of the brake without ABS is possible. The electronics process the signal 
from the brake light switches and the speedometer signal. Additionally there is a possibility to program 
the warning lights in different modes.

The RH Second Life Kitt enables a fast, professional and cost-effective solution to remove the ABS system 
from the corresponding BMW motorcycles. The result is a brake system that always works 100%, with a 
pressure point that is easy to adjust, which is also lighter and easier to maintain than the conventional 
brake system.

 Test benches:
We have several test stands where the original devices and the "RH Second Life Kitt" can be tested for 
function. On these test stands even the entire hydraulic system can be tested under pressure. A test while 
riding (with rotating front and rear wheel) is of course also possible. The test benches are able to read the 
error memories and the CAN version can also be used for variant coding of the device. 

THE RH SECOND LIFE KIT

RH Second Life KIT (CAN Variant) BMW I ABS original (CAN Variant) 
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Additionally we have 2 test motorcycles:
1st BMW R1150 RS year 2003 ( analog version )
2nd BMW R1200GS year 2005 ( CAN version )

These motorcycles can be used for driving tests and overall measurements.

Problem Approval E1/CE/EMV/ABE etc.
After the conversion, the general operating permit for the motorcycle expires in accordance with applica-
ble law. Since BMW has certi�ed the brake system as a "complete system", there is no speci�cation. Also 
this speci�cation would be invalid, since it is now a "passive system" and no longer an "active safety 
system" trade.

The speci�cations of the overall system without ABS are as follows:
- Function of both brakes independently of each other with sufficient braking force.
- Function of the brake light when the brake levers are actuated.
- Tachometer function with legal deviation. (for models without speedometer shaft)
- EMV + E1+ CE tests + test mark
- Compressive strength certi�cate for the pipes in the aluminum block.

At present the question arises, which expenditure must be operated for a customer-friendly „Plug and 
Play“ solution of the Second Life Kitt and which examinations must be accomplished.
- Individual certi�cate with TÜV acceptance?
- Sample certi�cate?
- ABE?
- EMV (electromagnetic compatibility)?
- Material testing/pressure testing/strength veri�cation aluminium block
- CE/E1/ISO?

Photo galleries

picture 1
Ball valves and ABS pistons with rust attachment

picture 2
Clamping ABS piston
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picture 7
Water damage and �re damage in CAN device

picture 8
Water damage in the CAN device

picture 5
Device connector (analog models) with defective pin 

picture 6
burnt-out transistor output stage 

after pump damage

picture 3
Basic housing with pump seat Rust and corrosion

picture 4
Connector (CAN models) with water damage
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picture 13
Ceramic pumps with corrosion damage

picture 14
Ceramic pumps with corrosion damage in the housing

picture 11
Pump motors with water, �re and wear damage

picture 12
Worn pump motor

picture 9
water damage

picture 10
water damage
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picture 19
Built-in RH Second Life Kit ( Analog Version )

picture 20
Built-in RH Second Life Kit ( Analog Version )

picture 17
Built-in RH Second Life Kit ( Analog Version )

picture 18
Built-in RH Second Life Kit ( Analog Version )

picture 15
Ceramic pumps in�ltrated by corrosion

picture 16
Pressure sensor plate with in�ltration of brake �uid 

The sensor surfaces (rings) that are too small are clearly visible
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picture 21
RH Second Life Kit ( CAN Version )

picture 22
RH Second Life Kit ( CAN Version )


